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Weyl's theorem is extended making use of the theory of concomitants to obtain a Lagrangian 
density for the massless bosonic fields without dimensional constants. It turns out to be 
quadratic in the gravitational field and encompasses all the theories that usually appear in the 
literature. It is shown that the gauge invariance of the Lagrangian follows from the invariance 
of the field equations. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Weyl's theorem1 establishes that the most general La
grangian density that may be constructed with the metric 
and its derivatives up to second order which is linear in sec-

ond derivatives is a~ - g R + b ~ - g. This Lagrangian is 
the basis of general relativity (GR). But the difficulties that 
appear when one tries to quantize this theory have induced 
many researchers to correct it in different ways (increasing 
its order or degree, adding new bosonic or fermionic fields, 
and so on) to solve these problems. 

The troubles of the quantization of the Einstein action 
are well known. It is usually believed that they are originated 
in the fact that if we want a dimensionless action linear in the 
scalar curvature, then the Lagrangian has a dimensional 
constant.2•3 On the other hand, those theories that may be 
quantized successfully in the usual way all have dimension
less constants and come from Lagrangian densities that are 
quadratic in the fields. 

One way to try to solve the problem is to replace the 
dimensional constant by fields as was first proposed by 
Brans and Dicke and followed, for example, by Batakis.4 

Another way is to begin with a theory without dimensional 
constants and then to make gravity an effective theory where 
the dimensional constant appears by Feynman integration 
over dimensional fields.s [A similar method is followed to 
obtain the Yukawa potential from the gauge theory of 
SU (2) xU ( 1) groups.] Another well-known approach is 
supergravity.3 It is also known that when one uses an ade
quately constructed quadratic Lagrangian for gravity, at 
least the semiclassical theory that is obtained from it turns 
out to be renormalizable.6 

Therefore for all that has been expressed, we think it is 
interesting to generalize somehow Weyt's theorem to study, 
at least, the problems of the last type of theories. Thus the 

purpose of this work is to obtain in a rigorous way the qua
dratic Lagrangians that are usually used for semiclassical 
gravity (or eventually more general ones: we do not ask 
them to be a priori quadratic in the Riemann tensor) using 
arguments as those used to deduce Weyt's theorem and the 
theory of concomitants which it originated, but including 
the hypothesis of nondimensionality of the constants which 
they did not use, together with the uniqueness of the Einsten 
tensor proved by Cartan.7 

We also want to show the form of the Lagrangian terms 
for other fields coupled to the gravitational one with allowed 
interactions, always imposing dimensional constants not to 
be present. Then any of the fields could become constant, if 
necessary, to generate dimensional constants as in the 
Brans-Dicke theory. For the sake ofsimplicity, we only deal 
with boson~c massless fields in this first stage, i.e., spin-O, -1, 
and -2 fields, leaving the treatment offermionic spin-! and-! 
fields for a forthcoming paper. 

We also prove that, for this general Lagrangian, the 
gauge invariance of the field equations (a mandatory hy
pothesis since they have physical meaning) implies the 
gauge invariance of the Lagrangian itself, restricting thus 
severely its general form. 

II. THE LAGRANGIAN DENSITY FOR THE BOSONIC 
FIELDS 

The aim of this work is to find in a rigorous way the 
Lagrangian density for a theory that fulfills the conditions 
below. 

(i) The fields involved are the metric gii' the electro
magnetic potential vector Ai' and a scalar field tp. The latter 
will play different roles, in general the one of an ordinary 
field or eventually a constant. 

(ii) Dimensional constants are not allowed because 
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they introduce well-known problems yielding generally non
renormalizable theories. 

(iii) The Lagrangian will contain only the derivatives 
that appear in Eq. (1). We introduce only first derivatives of 
Ai and cP because we want second-order field equations for 
these fields. On the contrary, we allow first- and second
order derivatives of gij because naturally we want GR to be 
contained in our general theory. (Remember that the Hil
bert action is degenerate, so the field equations are of second 
order even if the Lagrangian has the same order.) Besides, 
we do not impose any maximum degree to the gravitational 
field in the Lagrangian. 

(iv) Units: We set c = fz = 1. The action is dimension
less so to be able to construct the generating functional. 
Therefore 

[S] = 1 and [gij] = 1. 

Then 

[L] =1~4, [cp] = [Ad =1~1, 

and 

[K] = I ~I, with K2 = 161TG, 

where G is the Newtonian constant. 
(v) We require gauge invariance of the electromagnetic 

field equations. 
So let L be a Lagrangian concomitant of the metric ten

sor, the electromagnetic potential (i.e., in a precise math
ematicallanguage a convector), a scalar field, and their de
rivatives up to the following order: 

L = L(gij;gij,h;gij,hk;A/,Ai,j;CP;CPJ)' (1) 

From condition (iii) and field dimensions (iv), by a change 
of scale /L in L, we will have 

L(gij;/Lgij,h;A, 2gij,hk;A,Ai,A ZAi,j;A,cp;A, 2cp,i) 

= /L 4L (gij;gij,h ;gij,hk ;Ai;Ai,jCP;CP,i)' 

Differentiating four times with respect to /L, making /L-.O 
and applying the replacement theorem, g we obtain 

L - AijhkR 2 + AijhksR A + AijhksR 
- I ijhk cP I ijhk S cP 2 ijhk cP,s 

+ A ijhkrSR A A + AijhkrsR A + A 4 
1 ijhk r s 2 ijhk r;s lqJ 

+ A ijhkA A + Aijhklms'R R 
4 i;j h;k I ijhk Ims" (2) 

where A;" = A;"Cgij) are tensorial densities, R ijhk is the Rie
mann tensor, and; stands for covariant differentiation with 
respect to the Christoffel symbols rJk' 

Recently, the Ai Cgij) have been determined for any or
der of the tensor. 9,10 According to those results and taking 
into account that n = 4, n being the space-time dimension, 
we can say that 
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(i) A = const, 
(ii) N = 0, 

(iii) Aij = a~ - ggij, 

(iv) A ijh I J=g, is a linear combination of gWghk J and 
tijhk, 
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where [ ] indicates the set built up from the permutation of 
all indexes included in [ ]. For example, 

g[ijghk J = {gijghk,gihgjk,ikgjh} , 

(v) Aijh = 0, 
(vi) Aijhkl = 0, 

(vii) AijhklmlJ=g is a linear combination ofgWghkg'mJ 
andg[ij~k'mJ, 

(viii) A ijkhlms' I ~ is a linear combination of 
gWghkglmg" J and g[ih gjktlmst J . 

So we obtain the following expression for the action: 

S = f L d 4x = f ~{alcp 2R + a2RA iAi 

ij ij 4 2 j + a3R 'AiAj + a4R 'Ai;j + ascp + a6CP A Ai 

+ a7CPCP,iA i + agcp,icp,i + a~ iA jAi;j + aloF'ijFij 

+ A A i;j + R 2 + R R ijhk all i;j a l2 a l3 ijhk 

+ R R ihjk + R R ij + ijhkR 'mR a l4 ijhk a ls ij a l6t ij hklm 

+ a17tijhkR'/JmRhklm + total divergence}d 4x, (3) 

where Rij the Ricci tensor, R the scalar curvature, and 
Fij =Ai;j -Aj;i' 

Let us suppose that ECL) = 8S 18cp is gauge invariant. 
Then JE(L)IJA m = 0, which implies that 

4a6CPA ,lm - a7r:h cpghm + a7CPghtgmSg,s,h = O. ( 4) 

Differentiating Eq. (4), with respect toA" it turns out im
mediately that a6 = O. Then contracting Eq. (4) with gmk 
and differentiating with respect to gab,c' it gives 

a7CP{gbc8\ _ gab8\ + ~C8bk} = O. 

Multiplying by gbc and contracting a with k, we obtain that 
a7 = O. 

Let us suppose now that E r(L) = 8S 18Ar is gauge in
variant. Then 8E r(L )IJAm = 0, that is, 

2a2Rgmr + 2a3R mr + 2a6CP 2gmr + a9{Ai;jgimgjr 

_ 2r~A gihgjm _ 2rmA gihgjr _ 2r'A gimgjr 
lJ h lj h lj t 

- r:SAkgrmg'k - r:sAhgrhg'm - Ak;sgrmg'k 

+ Akgrigmjg'kgij,s + Ahgrighjg'mgij,s 

+ Akg'igkjgrmgij,s + Ahg"gmjgrhgij,s} 

+ a {2rmrr gihgjk + 2r' rm grhgsk + 2rm grhrr'k 
II Ii hk Is hk hk,s .5 

_ 2rm g"g' hig' '·kg .. _ 2rm grhnSlg' kig' .. } hk 'i,S hk.5 'i,s' (5) 

Differentiating Eq. (5), with respect to gab,cd' taking at the 
point under consideration a basis, where gij 
= diag (1 - 1 - 1 - 1) and making m = a = b = c = 1, 
r=d=2, all=O results. Taking m=c=2, r=a=3, 
and b = d = 4, then a3 = O. And making d = c = 1, 
m = r = a = b = 2, a2 = 0 results. 

Differentiating Eq. (5) with respect to Aa,b and taking 
into account that a2 = a3 = a II = 0, 

a
9

(gamgbr _ grmgab) = 0 

results. Letting a = b = 1, r = m = 2, we get a9 = O. 
Let us finally suppose that E ij(L) = 8S 18gij is gauge 
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invariant, then aEiJ(L)/aAm = 0.1t is clear due to what we 
have just seen that this is the same as 

aEij(L4 ) 0 h L r-::R ijA 
aA =, were 4 =a4v -g. nj;j' 

m 

As L4 is linear in gij,hk' fourth-order derivatives do not ap
pear in Eij(L4). Differentiating aEij(L4)/aAm with respect 
to gkt,hsc and then contracting with gstgahgck, it results, after 
a long computation, that a4 = O. So we have proved the fol
lowing. 

Theorem: If L is a Lagrangian density of the form 

L = L(gij;gij,h;gij,hk;Aj;AiJ;q:>;q:>,i)' 

which satisfies hypotheses (i )-( v), then gauge invariance of 
the associated Euler-Lagrange equations implies gauge in
variance of the Lagrangian and it becomes 

r-:: Z r-:: 4 r-:: .. 
L = h,v - gRq:> + hzv - gq:> + h3V - gq:>,iq:>ijg'J 

r-:: .. r-:: z r-:: fJhk + b4V - gFijF'J + bsv - gR + h6V - gRljhkR I 

(6) 
r-:: z r-:: I"hk r-:: .. Notethatbsv -gR ,b6V -gRljhkR 9 , andb7'l -gRIjR IJ 

terms may be related through the Gauss-Bonnet theorem. 

III. SOME CONSIDERATIONS ON THE CONSTRUCTeD 
LAGRANGIAN 

Now we can reobtain several well-known classical the
ories from the Lagrangian of Eq. (6) choosing different val
ues for the constants. 

(a) General relativity: General relativity is a particular 
case of Eq. (6) avoiding dimensional constants as in the 
Brans-Dicke theory" whose Lagrangian may be written 

L = - ~ -g{ - q:>zR + 4wi
j
q:>,iq:>J}' 

w being a numerical constant. This is obtained from our Eq. 
(6) taking h, = -!, b3 = 4w, and all other coefficients 
equal to zero. Finally, the Einstein Lagrangian is obtained 
setting q:> Z = K-z. 

(b) Maxwell-Einstein: The electromagnetic field is 
minimally coupled to the gravitational field replacing all 
partial derivatives which appear in its formulation in Min
kowskian space-time by covariant ones. Maxwell electro
magnetism plus relativity can be obtained from Eq. (6) mak
ing b, = -!; b4 = 217/137; all other bi = 0 and thinking of 
q:> Z as K- 2• 

(c) Scalar field Lagrangians: It is widely accepted that 
the Lagrangian for the massless scalar self-interacting field 
in curved space-time is 

L =sq:>z~ -gR +~ -gijq:>,jq:>.j +~ _gAq:>4. 

SowemusttakeinEq. (6) h, = s,bz =A,b3 = 1, with 5 = 0 
or! for minimal or conformal coupling, respectively, and all 
other coefficients bi = O. With two different scalar fields we 
could also add theK-2~ - g R term to obtain GR coupled to 
the matter scalar field. 

(d) Quadratic Lagrangian for the gravitational field: In 
spite of the fact that predictions based on Einstein's relativity 
are in large agreement with experience, it is necessary to 
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form a generalization for high energies-high curvatures
which could circumvent its quantum difficulties. Quantum 
field theories in curved space-time take into account the 
quantum properties of matter, including the eventual pertur
bations of the metric due to back reaction, but they do not 
quantize the background geometry which remains as a clas
sical external field. The results obtained by this procedure
although incomplete-would eventually represent some se
miclassicallimit of a more general theory where the space
time geometry would be quantized too. We believe this limit 
describes the physical phenomena in those regions that ver
ify max(\R ijhk I> <c3/161TGh=.1 p-z, where Ip is the Planck 
longitude, Ip - 10 - 32 cm. 

. The pure gravitational terms of the Lagrangian of Eq. 
(6)-with the identification ofb,q:> Z withK-z andbzq:> 4 with 
A, A the cosmological constant-are those generally used by 
the quantum field theory in curved space-time. Its action for 
gravitation is 

Sg = f ~ -g{(RI:W-2A) +aR z +pRijRii}d 4x 

obtained by taking b, = 1, h2 = - 2, b3 = a, h7 = P in our 
Eq. (6) and making use of the Gauss-Bonnet theorem. 

Besides its quantum interest, the quadratic Lagrangian 
theories may give information about classical features of 
space-time for high curvatures. For example, we 
can consider the theory with Lagrangian 

L = {(R /~ - 2A) + aR 2N - g that can be obtained 
from our Eq. (6) making b, = 1, bz = - 2, bs = a, and all 
other bi = O. These kinds of theories are studied in Ref. 12 
where it is shown that black holes have no hair as it is in 
ordinary GR. 

Our Lagrangian density also contains the action which 
Strominger shows to have non-negative energy for asymtoti
cally flat limits'3 if we choose Fij = 0, b,q:> 2 = I, bs = !p z, 
and all other bi = O. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

We have extended Weyt's theorem, making use of the 
theory of concomitants that comes from it, to obtain a La
grangian density for the massless bosonic fields, without di
mensional constants. It turns out quadratic in the gravita
tional field even if this order was not prescribed from the 
outset. This circumvents, at least at the semiclassical level, 
the quantum difficulties of the Einstein Lagrangian that 
comes from the original Weyl theorem. We have also limited 
the possible couplings among the bosonic matter fields and 
among them and the metric, choosing only Lagrangians 
with no dimensional constants. 

Moreover, we have shown that it is not necessary to ask 
the Lagrangian to be gauge invariant because its invariance 
follows from the invariance of the field equations. This also 
excludes interactions which would be allowed if we only 
took into account tensorial concomitants and dimensional 
analysis. 

The Lagrangian density thus obtained encompasses all 
theories that usually appear in the literature as we have 
shown in Sec. III. 

In a forthcoming paper this work will be extended to 
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include fermionic fields, making use of spinorial concomi
tants, allowing us to compare the results not only with GR 
but also with supergravity theories. 
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